
How To Write Articles Faster 
By Richard Dennis 

 

To rank well in the search engines, 

a website needs backlinks (one-way 

links into your site). A good way to get 

backlinks is to write articles and post 

them online. You need a lot of articles, 

and that puts a premium on speed. 
 

Keys to fast article writing: 

1. Research Speed 

2. Structuring Speed 
 

90% of all content is filler; only 

10% of content makes essential points. 

In a 400 word article, only 40 

words make essential points (10%). 

The rest is filler. An article's main 

points are obviously more important 

than the filler. If you know the main 

points, the filler is easy to add. You 

can even outsource it.  

That paragraph you just read was 

44 words. It may have taken 2 minutes 

- at most - to write. Pretty simple. 

Good example of how fast you can do 

40 words. To produce the right 40 

words, you must research your main 

points and support them. Then it's easy 

to add the filler.  

 

The Fast Formula 

 A sentence averages 10-15 words. 

Let’s call it 12 words per sentence. 

 For our article purposes, a para-

graph averages 80 words. So a 400-

word article averages 5 paragraphs. 

 400 words / 12 words per sentence 

= 33 sentences. Let’s call it 35. 

 35 sentences / 5 paragraphs = 7 

sentences per paragraph. 

 So our model article is 400 words 

divided into 5 paragraphs of about 80 

words each, which breaks down to 7 

sentences of 12 words each.  

 Paragraph #1 = Introduction 

 Paragraph #2 = Point #1 

 Paragraph #3 = Point #2 

 Paragraph #4 = Point #3 

 Paragraph #5 = Conclusion 

When someone researches a topic, 

they want to know what are the key 

points and why. So let’s say 

Paragraphs 2, 3, & 4 each get 3 

supporting points for the main point 

being made. So we research to find: 

Key Point #1 

 Supporting Point #1 

 Supporting Point #2 

 Supporting Point #3 

Key Point #2 

 Supporting Point #1 

 Supporting Point #2 

 Supporting Point #3 

Key Point #3 

 Supporting Point #1 

 Supporting Point #2 

 Supporting Point #3  
 

Paragraphs 1 (Intro) & 5 (Conclu-

sion) are both a summation of Para-

graphs 2, 3, & 4. 1 & 5 are easy to 

write, once we’ve researched 2, 3, & 4. 

Start with a topic. If you don’t have 

one, go to http://ezinearticles.com. 

You see a list of a few hundred topics 

& sub-topics. Choose from that list. 

Type your topic into a Google 

search box. For the first 3 (unpaid) 

results that appear, right-click and 

choose “open link in new tab”.  
 

Example: 

If your topic is bowling techniques 

… then put that term in the Google 

search box.  First 3 results: 

1. http://helpwithbowling.com/ 

2. http://bowlingtechniques.blogspot.com/ 

3. http://bowlingtechniques.net/ 
 

Now: 

1. Open each in a new browser tab. 

2. Grab ONE key point and THREE 

supporting points from each result. 

Example: 

Key Point #1 – Proper Stance 

 Bend your knees slightly 

 Angle your spine forward slightly 

 Focus on control, thrust, & exact 

repetition 

So in just seconds, you mapped 

out Paragraph #2. Then do #3 & #4: 

Key Point #2 – Stay In Shape 

 Fatigue lowers your score 

 Jogging or cycling improve 

stamina 

 Stretch your bowling arm & your 

legs before you bowl 

Key Point #3 – Hold the Ball Right 

 Put your dominant-hand fingers in 

the ball & support the ball with your 

other hand 

 Fingers straight. Never let your 

fingers “bow” – result is inaccuracy 

 Lift the ball to your chin for most 

effective approach 

Exercise your “fast writing” muscle: 

1. Every day, choose 2 topics and do 

your Google research as described. 

2. Focus on speed. List key points & 

supporting points as fast as you can. 

3. Experts say it takes 3 weeks to 

create a habit. So repeat 1-2 for 21 

days. Force yourself to research a topic 

in 5 minutes or faster. 

 

Why People Stuggle To Write 
The reason people say they can’t 

write is, they don’t know what to write 

about. As the old saying goes, if you 

don’t know where you’re going, 

you’re already there. 

If you don’t know what you’re 

writing about, writing is a very slow 

process. For speed, for natural, whiz-

bang article writing, train yourself to 

research & write with structure.  

  Structuring sentences lets you 

reduce your article production time to 

2 to 5 minutes.  

Most effective: create & use 

writing templates to account for all the 

filler you need. Just insert your key 

points in the template.  

Did you know Disney templates 

their movies with the same scenes but 

different characters? Creating article 

templates is easy for any style of 

article you write. Just identify the 

common style of your articles & create 

template(s) for it.  

 

Templates 
Paragraph #1 –  Template #1 

 “There are a ton of people online 

every day, looking for 

_________________. Maybe you’re 

one of them. The more you read, the 

more you realize how common it is for  

_________ to be a serious problem. 

But it gets worse. Research reveals no 

standard, reliable solution that people 

are happy with. So it’s worthwhile to 

take a closer look at the details of 

________________. When you do 

that, you discover that the specific 

areas where people have the greatest 

concerns and the most questions are 

http://ezinearticles.com/
http://helpwithbowling.com/
http://bowlingtechniques.blogspot.com/
http://bowlingtechniques.net/


___________ , ______________, and 

_______________.” 

(7 sentences; 90 words) 

 

Now you have a template for Para-

graph #1. Just insert your main point 

and supporting points to quickly create 

an Intro paragraph for your article. 

To avoid a lot of duplicate content 

in your articles, you can just use dif-

ferent words to model each sentence. 

And when you’ve done that a few 

times, you’ll have several templates 

for Paragraph #1. Example: 

 

Paragraph #1 –  Template #2 

“You’ll find a lot of people on the 

internet, searching for  

_________________. Maybe you’ve 

done that search yourself. It seems that 

for more and more people,  _________ 

has become a problem that demands 

their undivided attention. And there 

doesn’t seem to be any single solution 

that makes everyone happy. So you 

might want more closely examine the 

specifics of ________________. Once 

you know the details, you’ll probably 

conclude that what concerns people 

most is  ___________ , 

______________, and 

_______________.” 

(7 sentences; 79 words) 

 

Then repeat the process with your 

templates for the other paragraphs. 

Example: 

 

Paragraph #2 Template 

The first point everybody is concerned 

with in    ___(topic)___     is   ___(Key 

Point #1)___ . If you don't have    

___(Key Point #1)___ , you'll most 

likely fail. And the secret to    ___(Key 

Point #1)___ , is to    __(Supporting 

Point #1)___ . This gives you the 

perfect basis to build on. Next is     

__(Supporting Point #2)___  .  You'd 

be surprised how many people miss 

this one, and it's crucial to your 

success. And then you also must 

__(Supporting Point #3)___ . Once 

you're able to put these points together 

at once, you will have mastered 

__(Key Point #1)___ . 

(7 sentences; 97 words) 

Paragraph #3 Template 

Next, you must be sure to   ___(Key 

Point #2)___ . And most important 

thing to remember to    ___(Key Point 

#2)___  is    __(Supporting Point #1) . 

That’s why  ___(Key Point #2)_ is so 

important. And then you also should 

know     __(Supporting Point #2)___  .  

The more you use this suggestion, the 

more success you’ll have. And the last 

factor to   ___(Key Point #2)___ is 

__(Supporting Point #3)___ . Get good 

at these 3 factors, and you will be good 

at __(Key Point #1)___ . 

(7 sentences; 83 words) 
Do your own variation for 

Paragraph #4 & #5. Paragraph #5 is a 

variation of Paragraph #1. 
 

How To Create a Template  

 Model the templates in the 

previous section. 

 Use the structure of an article you 

have written. Leave out the main 

points. Or … 

 Model an article you like from an 

article directory, leaving out the main 

points. (Change the wording.) 

Templating cuts work & increases 

speed. Practice, and you can create an 

article in 5 minutes. And once you get 

good at it, you’ll be able to change the 

template wording a bit as you write an 

article, giving good originality.  

To optimize writing speed, mini-

mize thinking time. Follow the same 

structure for every article to make 

writing articles a natural habit.  

No thought = structure = FAST!  

 Create your own generic article 

templates. Use them every time. Fill in 

your key points and slightly re-word 

every sentence, so your articles all 

look different. Pretty soon, you’ll be 

able to write fast articles by habit, and 

without a template. 

Quality template = thoughtful, 

logical, valuable article. A quality 

template supplies all the filler. You 

just insert: 

 the topic 

 the main points 

 the supporting points 

Creating and using quality tem-

plates will let you produce a valuable, 

thoughtful article in about 5 minutes. 

Re-Use Your Research 
Once you have used one set of 

paragraph templates to create an 

article, you can then use your research 

to create another article. The research 

is already done, so you eliminate that 

time. Re-use the same points. Just 

insert them in a different set of 

paragraph templates.  

You can also create more articles 

from this research by focusing in on 

more specific markets and re-writing 

slightly. E.g., 

 bowling techniques for women 

 bowling techniques for children 

If you do most of your articles in 

one niche, you can “brand” your 

templates to that niche … using 

standard keywords found in that niche 

for the “filler” sentences. 
 

Summary: The Plan 
One 400-word article = 35 sentences. 

35 sentences = 5 paragraphs. So … 

 Paragraph #1 = Introduction  
Sentence 1 – Introduce the topic  

Sentences 2 & 3 – Why the topic is 

important  

Sentence 4, 5, & 6 – Logical transition 

from “topic” to “main points”  

Sentence 7 – Three main points about 

the topic 

 Paragraph 2 – Key Point #1  
Sentence 8 – Introduce key point #1 

Sentence 9 – Supporting point #1 

Sentence 10 – Filler  

Sentence 11 – Supporting point #2 

Sentence 12 – Filler  

Sentence 13 – Supporting point #3 

Sentence 14 – Filler  

 Paragraphs #3 & #4 – Same 

structure as Paragraph #2, for Key 

Points #2 & #3 

 Paragraph #5 – Conclusion 

Sentence 1 – Re-state the topic 

Sentences 2 & 3 – Re-state why the 

topic is important 

Sentence 4, 5, & 6 – Re-state each 

main point and why it is crucial to the 

marketplace. 

Sentence 7 – Wish your reader good 

luck with (topic), and let them know 

you hope you have helped. 
 

Which reminds me – good luck 

with your faster writing. Hope this 

write-up has helped. 
 


